COVID-19 UPDATE
February 18, 2022
Dear Splendido Residents,
We wanted to inform you that we have learned that an employee in Sonora has tested
positive for COVID-19. We wish this individual a speedy recovery.
Splendido is interviewing this person to determine if they were in close contact with
residents and/or other employees (meaning within 6 feet of anyone for more than 15
minutes).

UPDATE ON RESTAURANTS:

Family and friends are welcome at Splendido. For now, we are limiting our restaurants to
resident use only. With Pima County’s infection rate at 20%, we must keep the health and
well-being of residents and staff in mind. We’ll continue to monitor our local situation
and will provide an update on this temporary change. In the meantime, you’re welcome
to order to-go meals for your guests and enjoy them in your home.
Also, we ask that residents in Coronado assisted living continue to refrain from visiting
restaurants in independent living.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:

There have been a lot of news stories recently about mask mandates lifting and
disagreements over wearing face masks. The fact is, a good-quality mask is your best
protection against COVID-19, even if others around you are not wearing masks.
In addition to wearing a surgical face mask that covers your mouth and nose any time you
are indoors in public, please take these proven steps for reducing your risk of COVID-19:
1. STAY HOME if you have cold-like symptoms. If you think you have COVID-19,
contact your physician.
2. Practice good hand hygiene by washing your hands frequently for 20 or more
seconds, or using hand sanitizer.
3. Practice physical distancing.
Take care and stay well.
Sincerely,
James C. Edwartoski
AVP & Executive Director
PS: Please note that this letter is being shared with all residents’ current emergency contacts.
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